Riley Blake Designs introduces GRL PWR Damask Love
Love, Sweet Love by Kelli Fannin

Quilt Size 56" x 64"

**Fabric Requirements**

**Fat Quarter of Each:**
- C10650 Multi Put Your Hands Up
- C10650 Pink Put Your Hands Up
- C10651 Eggplant Bloom Babe
- C10652 Yellow Lightning
- C10652 Blue Lightning
- C10652 Fuchsia Lightning
- C10653 Aqua Line Faces
- C10653 Fuchsia Line Faces
- C10654 Blue Sparkle
- C10654 Fuchsia Sparkle
- C10654 Mint Sparkle
- C10656 Periwinkle Eyelashes
- C10656 Orchid Eyelashes
- C10656 Pink Dots
- C10656 Yellow Dots
- C10657 Blue Dots
- C10657 Pink Dots
- C10657 Yellow Dots
- C10657 Blue Dots
- C10657 Pink Dots
- C10657 Yellow Dots
- C120 Cinnamon Solid
- CR120 Crayola Honeysuckle Solid

**Other Fabrics:**
- 2 3/4 Yards C10656 White Eyelashes
- 1 5/8 Yards C10658 Multi Main
- 1/2 Yard C120 Riley Brown Solid
- 1/2 Yard Binding

Pre-order the Love, Sweet Love Quilt Kit

KT.06801

*Kit includes pattern and fabric for quilt top and binding

Available December 2020

Pre-order the P076 Love, Sweet Love Quilt Pattern
C10658 Multi Girl Power Main

Shown as Repeat 44" x 36"

All prints available in 100% fine cotton.
About the Line

GRL PWR is the inaugural fabric collection from Amber Kemp-Gerstel, founder of popular DIY blog Damask Love and digital stationery company, YayDay Paper Co. GRL PWR celebrates Amber’s love of quirky colorful patterns and the beauty of diversity. This collection merges familiar icons like florals along with images rarely celebrated in the world of crafting and sewing, including a rainbow of skin tones and empowering female forms. Amber has been a long time proponent of representation and diversity within the maker community and the need to see our own likeness in the products we buy. The GRL PWR collection offers this and much more with images that encourage us all to celebrate the beauty of our diverse world.

Amber Kemp-Gerstel
@damasklove

PRECUTS

Fat Quarter

Rolie Polie

40 Pieces

Eggplant - 1 Yard Bundle

8 Pieces

White - 1 Yard Bundle

8 Pieces

Multi - 1 Yard Bundle

8 Pieces

Flat Fold Bundle

25 Yards

5-Inch Stacker

42 Pieces

10-Inch Stacker

42 Pieces

Rollie Polie

40 Pieces

Fat Quarter

PRE-ORDER ONLY

ADD ANY LAMINATE WITH 100 YARDS MINIMUM

10-Yard Case Pack

15-Yard Case Pack

5-Inch Stacker

42 Pieces

5-Yard Case Pack

10-Yard Case Pack

5-Yard Case Pack

Fat Quarter